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The authors express their gratitude to Professor 
I. Ia. Pomeranchuk for the suggestion of this prob
lem and V. V. Sudakov for his valuable advice. 

* The corresRonding expression for crd in the article 
of Berestetskii 1 contains several misprints. 

1 V. B. ~restetskii and I. Ia. Pomeranchuk, Dokl. 

Akad. Nauk SSSR 81, 1019 (1951). 

2 Rochester conference, 1955. 
Translated by M. J. Stevenson 
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I N this communication we develop the theory of 
galvanomagnetic effects in metals, without 

making any special assumptions on the law of dis
persion of conduction electrons or on the form of 
the collision integral. 

l. An electron in a metal is here taken to be a 
quasiparticle carrying a charge e, with energy f 

and a quasi-momentum p; f is a periodic function 
of p, with the period of the reciprocal lattice. 
With an electron moving in a constant magnetic 
field H (H.~= 11 y = 0; 11 z =H) , f and 
p remain unaltered. Thus, in the momentum zone 

:: 
an electron moves along the curve 

e: (p) = const; Pz = const. (I) 

From the equations of motion, dp I dt = (e 1 c) [v, H] 
~v = V Pf) we obtain: 

t = - ( c I eH) ~ dl I v _1_. (2) 

Here dl represents an element of arc of curve (l), 
taken in the direction of motion, while v .L repre

sents a projection of velocity vector upon the plane 
(x, y ). The character of an electron's motion along 
a trajectory within the momentum zone actually 
depends on whether curve (I) is closed (i.e., 
whether it consists of a series of closed curves 
each of which is disposed within the limits of a 
single space in the reciprocal lattice)*, or whether 
it is open (i.e., whether it passes uninterruptedly 

through the entire rec~procallattice). If curve (l) 
is closed, then the transition along this curve is 

T = _ _ c_ rf, .!!.!.__ = _ 2r;m*c . m* = _1_ iJS . ( ) 
eH ~ v _1_ eH ' 2r. n: ' 3 

where S = S (e:, Pz) corresponds to the area of inter
section of surface <(p) =canst with plane p z = const. 

The quantity m* can actually be called the effec
•tive mass of an electron in a magnetic field. The 
sign of this effective mass (and of the period as 
well) depends on whether the energy within the sur
face dp) = f is smaller than f(m* > 0) or larger 
than dm* < 0); this criterion does not hold true 
for the intersecting curves. It should be noted . 
here that the concept of effective mass cannot be 
introduced for open trajectories. 

2. While describing the state of an electron in a 
magnetic field it is proper to use variables f, p z 

and a dimensionless variable -r = t/T 0, indicating 
the location of an electron in the trajectory (l) within 
the momentum zone (T0 = 2rrcmofeH, with m0 
representing the mass of a free electron). T 0 was 
introduced for the sake of convenience, so as to 
free -r from its dependence on H. The kinetic equa
tion for the distribution function of fin the variable 
chosen by us is 

a 1 · ilf • af • , ( a J ) _ "+ iJ Pz + iJ s' I -at - o. 0 " Pz s \ cT 
(4) 

nn studying a stationary case, the values or-r: Pz· e: 
are obtained from the equations of motion). Assum
ing that f = fo- efut!.;;E i• we align (4) along the electric 

field E .. Noting that i =evE; Pz = eEz, -r = 1 I T 0 , 

we obtam 

8!.\J; I o-r+ y\f'\)1; =yf~ (e)v;; 
(5) 

W'<Ji; =to (o<J!; I ot)CT; y =HoI H; 

where [ 0 represents the equilibrium Fermi function, 
t 0 represents the characteristic time of relaxation, 
and To (I-fo) =to. The limiting condition for Eq. (5) 
is represented, for closed curves, by the condition 
of periodicty (with a period of T /T 0) of the function 
tPi and, for open trajectories, by the boundedness of 
the function tjJ i" 

As the mean value of Eq. (5) we obtain 

(6) 

The prime in the above equation indicates thatthe 
mean value was obtained with respect to T. For the 
slos~d curves, assuming that 2r:n;Qv., = - iJpv I oo:, 
:!.r:mo'l'y = op.~ J o-r, we obtain :v~ = 0 (<X= x,y). 

3. We will find t.lte solution for E:q. (5) under condi
tions (6) for large fields (y « l), in the form of a 
series* with interval y. Computations show that 
for closed curves (l) 
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<Jl..- = y [-(!~I 27tm0 ) Py + C.rl + y2 <j;~l + ... , 
<Jly = y [(!~I 21tmo) Px + Cy] + y2 t);;) + ... , (7) 

<j; z = c z + y<j;~l) + ... , 

C i represents solely the functions of £, p 7 • For the 
open curves (l): <j;i = c)ol + y<J;)1l + .... The func
tions <J;\kl, Ci are determined by means of Eqs. (5) 
and (6), and are dependent on the collision inte
gral. The fact that the zero member is absent in the 
expansion of tfcx for the case of closed curves is 

reTated to the condition v"' = 0. Here we assume 
that the interval <le'"""' 8 o! the smearing out 
of the Fermian function [0 (near £ 0) does not con
tain open trajectories (£ 0 = energy limit at absolute 
zero; e =temperature). 

4. Making use of Eq. (7), : 5 possible to repre
sent the conductivity tensor <(ji/( , in the case 
when interval <le'"""' tf of the spreading out of the 
Fermi function [ 0 contans only closed trajectories, 
in the form 

(y~a.rx yaxy yaxz ) 

aik (H)= yay..- y~ayy yayz , (8) 

yaz.~ yazy azz 

in which the subdivision of the factors of matrix 
aik begins with the zero value of n:ember y, 
. The factor axy is not dependent on the collision 
mtegral when y approaches zero. Making use of ex
pression (7), we obtain: 

(O) \ ' \ \ 
axy""' :/ode ;/Pz ~PyPPxiO'T:·d'T: (9) 

= ~ f~de ~ dpz ~ PydPx· 

Assuming that f~ (e)=-<> (e- <=o), we find 
C l • H V .a.,~'"""' V 1 - V 2 '"""'n 1 - n2• ere 1 - V 2 are the 

volumes bounded by the closed surfaces e (p) = <=o, 
within which £ < £ 0 (m* > 0) and conversely, e > s., (m* 
< ()j;' ; · here n 1 represents the number of 

bound electronic states with a positive mass m*, and 
n 2 represents the number of free electronic states 
with a negative effective mass. In this way the 
magnitudes of n 1 and n2 in the following theory may 
he properly considered as the number of electrons 
and "holes". It must be emphasized here that the 
introduction of these concepts is possible only in 
the case where the energy interval Of contains 
only closed nonintersecting surfaces of constant 
energy. In this case we obtain asymptotically_ (for 
large fields) axy= ec Cn1-n2)/H; at n1 = n2 axy ,.__, y, 
that is, axy'"""' H-2 • In the case of closed traject-
ories on open surfaces, the integral (9) has no such 
simple meaning and cannot be expressed in terms of 
a number of particles. 

In the case when integral <le'"""' El contains a 
layer of open trajectories, the quantities aik ap
proach a finite limit as H-+ oo . This is related 
to the fact that the expansion of all the t/Jl' in this 
case begins with the zero term in y. Consequently, 
experimental determination of the asymptoticity 
of aik (H) in strong magnetic fields allows us, in 
principle, to explain the topology of isoenergetic 
surfaces near the limiting value of Fermia energy. 

5. The specific resistance of a metal in a mag· 
netic field is usually measured by making use of the 
Hall effect. Assuming that magnetic field is per
pendicular to the direction of current (an assump
tion commonly made for this experiment), and chooe
ing the direction of current for the x-axis, we obtain 

P (!-if= (cr-1 )_,_,_. If there are no open surfaces 
within the interval £, then, making use of expression 
(2) we find that 

P = [a(ol a(O) + (a(o))2] I (a(ol)~ a!ul 
yy zz yz ' xy zz 

approaches saturation when the number of "holes" 
is not equal to the number of electrons (n 1 f,. n 2). 

When the number of "holes" is equal to the number 
of electrons (n 1 f,. n 2) and a~j. becomes zero, it 
becomes necessary to consider the subsequent 
terms in the expansion of a ik in respect to y. This 
introduces a quadratic increase of resistance with 
a magnetic field. Consequently, the existence of 
a group of metals with an indefinitely increasing 
resistance in a magnetic field, which is known from 
experiment 1 , can be explained by the most general 
assumptions of the electronic theory of metals. A 
similar result has been previously arrived at in 
the simplest common cases 2 • 

Apparently the law of K apitza3 (linear increase 
of resistance with magnetic field) represents a 
transition zone between the quadratic relation of 
resistance in small fields 4 and quadratic relation 
with a different coefficient in strong fields. 

Consideration of the departure of the temperature 
from zero leads to the saturation of resistance 
even in the case when n 1 = n 2 • However, this 
saturation is reached in very strong fields H'"""' .r '0 

e!).;JO where ft.£ represents the distance between 
the r'inal Fermi surface and the nearest open sur
face. 

In the case when energy interval 0£ contains 
open surfaces (or when the Fermi surface itself is 
open) then, as can be seen from the above, the ab
solute resistance p approaches saturation at!l >> !10 
The entire matter actually depends on the tempera
ture. The point of greaest interest here lies in 
measuring of asymptoticity of the Hall coefficient 

H = P.ry 1! in large fields. For the closed sur-
faces, R does not depend on the direction and is 
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equal to R = 10ec (ni- n2) (n1 =I= n2). In the case of 
open surfaces, the magnitude and even the sign of 
R depends on the field. 

The authors are indebted to L. D. Landau and 
E. C. Borovik for their valuable discussions. 

* It should be noted that if plane (x, y) does not coin
cide with any of the crystallographic planes, then the 
curves are not identical. 

* If we assume, as is commonly done, that W = 1, then 
Eqs. (5) and (6) can be easily solved for any values of 
y. In this way we obtain 

00 

tJii=Y~ e ··Y'<'vl(-r-T')d-r'·/~(e), 
0 

and for conductivity cr1k we obtain the expression 

2e2fo \ , 
crlk = }i3 j '{lik (e:, Pz) / 0 (e:) (dp); 

00 

'{lik= Y ~ e-Y~vi (-r) vk (T + !;) dl;. 

0 

1 E. Justi, Leitfahigkeit und Leitungsmechanismus 
fester Stoffe, Gottingen, 1948; E. S. Borovik, J, Exper. 
Theoret. Phys. USSR 23, 83, 91 (1952). 

2 D. I. Blokhintsev and L. Nordheim, Z. Physik 84, 
168 (1933). T. Kontorova and Ia. l. Frenkel, J, Exper. 
Theoret. Phys. USSR 5, 405 ( 1935); B. I. Davidov and 
I. Ia. Pomeranchuk, J, Exper. Theoret. Phys. USSR 9, 
1295 (l939);E. Sondheimer and A. Wilson Proc. Roy. Soc, 
(London) A 190 435 (1947); M. Kohler, Ann Physik 6, 
18 0949); G. E. Zilberman, J, Exper. Theoret. Phys. 
USSR 29, 762 ( 1955). Soviet Phys. I, 611 (1956). 

! P • L. Kapit za, Proc. Roy. Soc. London, A 123, 292 0929). 
H. Jones and C. Zener, Proc. Roy .Soc, (London) 

A 145 268 (1934). 
Translated by R. G. Huzarski 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 

Beginning with the present (August, 1956), Soviet Physics JETP will appear monthly. Volume 3 (August, 
1956-January, 1957) will contain translations of all articles appearing in Volume 30 of the Journal of Experi
mental and Theoretical Physics of the USSR (January-June, 1956). Volume 4 (February-July, 1957) will be a 
translation of Volume 31 (July-December, 1956) of the Soviet Journal. 

Subscribers to Soviet Physics JETP for the calender year 1956 will receive Volume 3 as the completion of 
their subscription. For new subscribers (beginning with Volume 3) the subscription price will be $60.00 per 

year (two voluiOOs, twelve issues) in the United States and Canada, $64.00 per year elsewhere. The single 
issue price will remain at $6.00. 

Beginning in the very near future, 1956, the American Institute of Physics will commence translations of 
the Journal of Technical Physics of the USSR, the Acoustics Journal of the USSR and the physical sciences 
portions of Doklady. Price schedules for these journals are given below. Subscriptions should be addressed 
to the American Institute of Physics, 57 East 55 Street, New York 22, N. Y. 

Soviet Physics-Technical Physics 

A translation of the "Journal of Technical Physics" of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. Eighteen 
issues per year, approximately 4,000 Russian pages. Annually, $90.00 domestic, $95.00 foreign. 

Soviet Physics-Acoustics 

A translation of the "Journal of Acoustics" of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. Four issues per 
year, approximately 500 Russian pages. Annually, $20.00 domestic, $22.00 foreign. The 1955 issues of 
"Journal of Acoustics" U.S.S.R. will also be published. Will consist of two volumes, approximately 500 
pages, and the subscription price will be $20.00 for the set. 

Soviet Physics-Dokaldy 

A translation of the "Physics Section" of the Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. 
Six issues per year, approximately 900 Russian pages. Annually $25.00 domestic, $27.50 foreign. 
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ERRATA 
(both of our own and of JETP) 

Vol, Page Colunm Line Reads Should read 

2 434 2 22 27.3 f1 23.7 f1 

2 557 Fig. 10 On the right hand side,. ah-
scissa values should read 0, 200 

400, 600, 800, 1000. 

2 591 2 7 A= e2H2o 
0 00 

2 20 2 
A= e Hoo oo 

mc 2 2 me 

2 754 1 3 ff. 14 B. B. Kinsey and G. A. 
llartholomew, Phys. Rev. 82, 
380 (1951). 

15 I3. B. Kinsey and G. A .. 
Bartholomew, Phys. Rev. 83, 
234 (1951). 

2 771 1 10 Intermediate Intermediate State of Tin 

State 

771 19 sphere of !~ad sphere of tin 

3 145 1 R = 10 ec R = 1/ec 


